AN EDUCATIONAL JOURNEY:
FROM STUDENT TO TEACHER TO STUDENT

FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 2022
12:00—1:00pm
Zoom available at: https://ucdenver.zoom.us/j/93544729875?
pwd=MUtQRGJTbWJxWHI1S0hYTVIvM08ydz09
Passcode: 442443
In Person TBD

Zoe Cohen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Physiology
Director APME
Director HEAP
University of Arizona

OBJECTIVES:
1. Describe two Active Learning techniques that can be utilized in a large class setting
2. Create an email designed to target non-performers in a positive way
3. Describe how teachers can learn from students

Zoe’s love of teaching is inbred, modeling much of her teaching style on her father, J.J. Cohen.
Here is the link to Dr. J.J. Cohen’s memorial giving: 